INSTRUMENT BUYING GUIDE
JOHN HENNY’s recommendations for beginning instruments:
Young Child Guitar: Fender Squire Starter Pack
https://tinyurl.com/guitarstart
This ¾ size guitar is perfect for younger children and
those with smaller hands.
Older Child/Adult Guitar:
https://tinyurl.com/gibsonepiphone
The budget line guitar from Fender (the Squire series) and Gibson
(Epiphone series) are fantastic instruments at a low price point.
Acoustic Guitar:
https://tinyurl.com/acousticfender
Acoustic guitars can be harder on younger hands (they require
more hand strength) but are wonderful for older students. This
budget line acoustic from Fender is a solid choice.
JHMA Benefit: You get an Instructional Guitar Book, Manuscript Tablature,
and a Capo at your first lesson.

Beginner/Budget Piano:
https://tinyurl.com/61keypiano
This is a nice setup for the beginning player when you
aren't ready to invest in a full-size keyboard.
Full-Size Piano:
https://tinyurl.com/88keypiano
For the more serious student, the Williams is a
solid quality full-sized piano with all the bells
and whistles, including weighted keys for a
real piano playing experience.
JHMA Benefit: You get an Instructional Piano Book specially selected for
your current level and a notebook at your first lesson.

We provide all books and supplies to students at no extra cost.

INSTRUMENT BUYING GUIDE
JOHN HENNY’s recommendations for beginning instruments:
Ukulele:
https://tinyurl.com/kalasoprano
This is a good quality ukulele for under $100.
JHMA Benefit: You get a Ukulele Method Book + Chord
Finder and a Capo at your first lesson.

Drums Practice Pad:
https://tinyurl.com/evansdrumpad
This practice pad is an inexpensive way to get started.
Full Electronic Drum Kit
https://tinyurl.com/alesisdrum
When you are ready for a full-sized drum kit,
the Alesis is a great value.
JHMA Benefit: You get a set of Drum Sticks and an Instructional Drum
Book specially selected for your current level at your first lesson.

Violin Rentals: Any general music store that sells
instruments should have violins available for rent. For
younger students, especially, we recommend renting
before making a purchase.
Violin Purchases: We recommend J. Brown Violin
Maker in Claremont - jbviolin.com
It is important for students to buy the correct size of
instrument as well as the correct type of shoulder rest.
We also recommend that students carry an extra set of strings in their
music bag in case an unexpected repair in the lesson is needed.
If you have any questions about your Violin purchase or a current Violin
you may own, we are happy to schedule a FREE consultation with our
Violin Coach for further information.
JHMA Benefit: You get an Instructional Violin Principles Book and a
notebook at your first lesson.

We provide all books and supplies to students at no extra cost.

